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Upcoming Events
Parent Forum:Bell Schedule
May 1 at EPHS
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Board Meetings
May 2 at EPHS
Committee of the Whole
6:30 p.m.
May 16 at EPHS
Regular Board Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Graduations
May 20 at EPHS
12:00 p.m.
May 22 at Elm Middle School
6:30 p.m.
An aerial view of the district wide technology event “Into the Cloud” on April 5, 2018.

Welcome
It would be an understatement to say how much change Elmwood
Park CUSD #401 has undergone this year, in addition to how much of
a foundation has been laid down for the years to follow. And with so
many changes and plans that will take multiple years to realize, it became increasingly evident the need for the District to provide to all
stakeholders a cumulative assessment of where the District has been,
where it is going, and the reasons why. Hence, why the first “State of
the District” was held.
The information provided in this issue and the next is a culmination of
building and District announcements, events, discussions, and reports
at the School Board meetings. This is not meant to provide anything
monumentally new, but to consolidate a year’s
worth of information into two (2) digestible
“Superintendent Spotlights.”
As you read, if you have any questions, comments, and/or concerns, I encourage you to contact me at waden@epcusd401.org or
708-583-5831. Thank you, and please enjoy.
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Vision and Goals
Elmwood Park #401 is in an interesting position compared to its neighboring districts. It is the only
district in Cook County, sans Chicago Public Schools,
that is a unit district, affording it the ability to provide
articulated instructional and support services to
students for Grades K-12 and to not have to parcel out
its revenue with other districts. It is also two square
miles giving the District the community feel that may
not be as omnipresent for larger unit districts in
terms of size and population.
Us being a small unit district has many advantages not
available to many, many other districts. It is the
District’s vision to use that advantage to enhance the
learning experience and expand upon services
available to students, as well as being even more competitive with neighboring districts in attracting
families to move into the community due to its
direction.
A primary goal for the District was to research and
produce a plan that would expand technology
services and tools throughout Elmwood Park
#401. Recommendations made to and approved by
the Board of Education address changes to the type
and availability of current devices, professional
development for teachers, and the creation of a blended learning environment for students.
Another goal was for the District to research and
bring in a vertically articulated curriculum for the
four core content areas and create opportunities for
students who are eligible to be accelerated, in
addition to opportunities for students in pursuing
elective pathways and/or dual credit Other goals related to curriculum and instruction include the District researching, creating, and implementing a standards-based report card for Grades K-6 that would
change how we look at data and student performance,
addressing grading practices and expectations, and
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evaluating assessments given to students.
The District is also reevaluating the services being
provided to students, teachers, administrators, and
the District as a whole in terms of meeting the socialemotional and academic needs of the
students. This includes any and all services that
should be provided to general education students and
those who have an Individualized Education Plan
(IEP) or part of the Bilingual/EL program. The
District is in the midst of reassessing its relationship
with the Leyden Area Special Education Cooperative
(LASEC) and will be providing recommendations to
the Board of Education based on the results of that
assessment.
The District has been working to provide a continuum
of services for all students with special needs
throughout the District and provide the necessary
resources to ensure students and staff are successful. The District will be reevaluating the program
offerings, eligibility, and provided resources to students receiving Bilingual/EL services. The District has
responded accordingly to its own re-evaluation about
how to best provide a learning experience that is on
pace with students not receiving EL services.
The District has been developing and implementing a
plan to provide renovations to various areas of
importance and need throughout the buildings, in
addition to generating a timeline for completing items
related to Life Safety and possible projects related to
the additions of buildings or renovations of facilities
for athletics. To assist in these endeavors are actions
taken to properly budget for these projects that do
not put the District in the “red,” as well as putting a
burden on taxpayers.
Finally, the District will expand upon community
outreach efforts that will include, but are not limited
to, public health and safety
announcements and workshops, collaborating with
local areas of governance
on common interests,
promoting district-wide
initiatives and success
stories, and so on.

The Summer of 2017 and the State’s Finances
(and Ours)
There is arguably no other sensitive topic in the State of Illinois right now other than finances. Whether it be
about property taxes, increasing the income tax, adding more taxes to various services or the state providing
adequate funding for schools and pensions, the conversation continues to provide continued uncertainty to
schools and their surrounding communities and local units of government.
This past summer during the budget showdown there were many school districts across the state who were
unsure as to whether or not they could afford to have school start on time. Other districts insisted they could
start school, but that doors could only be open for so long. Our District, however, communicated to the community and staff that we would start on time and would be open for the duration of the school year. The budget crisis came to an end with there being an agreement on utilizing an evidence-based funding formula to address funding discrepancies throughout the state.
With this new formula, a number of calculations with different variables and values adjusted with each calculation were made and the District had a range of losing a quarter of a million dollars to gaining around
$336,000. It would not be until two (2) weeks ago that a final calculation was made to formally inform districts of their additional funds to be received by the conclusion of FY18.
Also a result of the budget crisis is a continuing line of dialogue from legislators and the Illinois State Board of
Education in frustration towards school districts who were vocalizing their inability to either start school on
time or be open for the duration of the school year when their fund balances suggested otherwise.
While finances were a conversation at the state level, they were most assuredly a point of conversation here at
the local level with two contract negotiations underway with the Elmwood Park Educational Team (EPET) and
the newly-formed support staff union, the PSRP, in addition to homeowners having their homes reassessed.
So why were the finances such a point of
conversation? As you look at Table 1, you
will see an aggregate view of funds that
make up our operations budget. From
FY13 through FY17, you can see the final
revenues, expenditures, and excess/deficit
with an estimate for this fiscal year. You
will notice in FY14 there started to be a
change where expenditures began outpacing our revenues and FY16 was the first
year in several where the District operated
in a deficit. This continued in FY17 and is
expected to happen again in FY18.

Table 1

Table 2

Table 2 is our revenue versus expenditure analysis
with the black bar being revenues and the red bar being expenditures. With looking at the total District’s
expenditures, it is important to look at three primary
funds that are allowed by the School Code to cover such
operations and those are the Educational Fund, Operations and Management Fund, and Transportation Fund.
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The Educational Fund
The Educational Fund has historically been capped at
how much a District can levy into it. Since this summer, another result of the budget crisis has been the
removal of the cap allowing districts to levy above the
usual two to three percent. However, by looking at
Table 3 it is not levying that will reduce the deficit
found in the Educational Fund. The Educational Fund
is used by the District to pay all employees’ salaries
and benefits, bills for special education, and building
and department budgets. Over six (6) fiscal years,
salaries increased by a little over $3 million and benefits increased by $925,000 for nearly a $4 million increase in salaries and benefits.
Table 3

Table 4 has the total FTE for the following five (5)
groups: Administration, EPET (teachers or certified
staff), PSRP (support staff), Custodial/Maintenance,
and Non-Union (individuals working for the District
but have no collective bargaining unit). This table has
the total FTE from FY14 through what is estimated for
FY19. For Administration, there have been a number
of changes regarding the types and number of positions involved within this group, which I will explain
later. For EPET, I will review student enrollment
trends. The PSRP has seen an increase in FTE primarily due to the needs of our students with special needs
and providing additional security through Campus
Monitors at the high school.
For Administration, there have been many changes at
all levels from new positions, to responsibilities, and
Table 4
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to days worked. We are conscientious of being
perceived as “top heavy,” and any actions taken to
change the number or types of administrative
positions are with the idea of being “cost neutral” as
well as them serving a specific and larger purpose
within the District’s vision and execution.
In FY16, an additional administrative position, Human
Resources Manager, was added to assist the District
Office in overseeing personnel records, compensation
and benefits, and disciplinary issues and complaints. In FY17, to assist in leading the District with
its Technology Initiative, the District Instructional
Technology Coordinator position, filled by
Ms. Jessica Iovinelli, was created primarily to help
train staff in G Suite for Education, as well as assisting
in transitioning the District into a more tech savvy
and functional institution. In FY17 to 18, the Business
Manager position ended and the Human Resources
Manager Position was dissolved, leading to the
establishment of the Assistant Superintendent for
Finance and Operations filled by Mr. James Jennings.
The Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and
Instruction was split into two (2) positions: Director
for Curriculum and Instruction and Director for
Student Services. These positions were created due to
the intense need in both of those areas that could not
be effectively addressed by one (1) individual, especially with the direction the District was planning on
going. These positions were filled by Dr. Leah
Gauthier and Dr. Kari Smith, respectively. FY18 would
also be the last year the District would have a Reading
Director with those responsibilities being absorbed by
Dr. Gauthier.
FY18 saw the creation of the Student Services Department and Dr. Smith’s position was designed to transition the District into becoming autonomous in its special education services, delivery, and management. This would be done by specifically reevaluating
the relationship the District has with the Leyden Area
Special Education Cooperative (LASEC). In short, we
are paying hundreds of thousands of dollars for administrators to LASEC who are not directly employed
or overseen by the District Office or work full-time for
the District. This will be explained later when I touch
upon Student Services in the next issue of the
“Superintendent Spotlight.”

The Educational Fund (continued)
FY19 will now be seeing all administrative positions
working 12 months, except for Deans who are 10
months and Assistant Principals at the elementary and
middle schools who will be 11 months. Also, there are
two (2) new administrative positions, District Special
Education Coordinators, with that being explained
more when we get to Student Services in the next issue. While increasing administrative positions by 1.0
FTE from this year, it is expected for the total of
administrators’ gross salaries to be $46,000 less than
last year.

While there have been a lot of changes this past school
year to the administrative hierarchy, it is believed
these changes reflect what is best for the District to
operate and achieve its many goals to further the
learning experience for students and to provide
support to staff, parents, and building administrators.

Table 5 shows there has been a net loss of over 100
students enrolled within the District, primarily seen at
the high school, since FY15. It is known our enrollment runs in ebbs and flows and while the numbers,
aside from the high school, may not be entirely significant, the needs of our students has grown significantly. For next year, we are about to cross close to 60%
of our enrollment considered part of the Free and
Reduced Lunch population and our populations of
students who are English Learners and students with
special needs are also increasing in numbers and
need.
Table 5

Since FY14 there has been a net loss of a 0.5 FTE
within EPET across the five (5) buildings.

The Other Funds
The Operations and Management Fund, as seen in Table 6, primarily pays for all services, repairs, and projects to maintain or improve upon our facilities. What
is occurring within this fund will be explained more in
the Buildings and Grounds portion of this State of the
District. However, while there are projects to be done,
the excess in this fund is used to assist in attempting
to balance out the deficit found in the Educational
Fund.

Table 7

Table 6

Table 8 is our projected year-end balances, or
“reserves,” and from FY13 to FY18 the balances have
been cut in half. Now, aside from covering the deficit
of FY16-18, the funds were also put towards building
repairs and projects, such as
Table 8
the cafeteria and main
gym at Elmwood Elementary, the Science
The Transportation Fund’s name is not misleading in Wing at the high school,
what is used to pay for. This fund, as seen in Table 7, masonry work, adding
takes care of all transportation services with transpor- more secure entrances,
tation for students with IEPs, primarily those who are and so on.
outplaced, changing the expenditure from year to
year. The excess in this fund is also used to assist in
attempting to balance out the deficit found in the
Educational Fund.
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Title Funds
The District receives close to
$800,000 in Title funds annually, and due to our demographics, it can be expected the funds to, at worse,
remain frozen. Last May,
when reviewing the multiple
years worth of expenditures
in nearly one thousand accounts, the District Office
elected to expand the Title
designation to all buildings,
except for the high school, in
order to better utilize these
funds. Also, with the District
formulating a multi-year
vision, priorities were able to
be developed to assist in the
financial planning and execution of the Title funds to pay
for new curriculum to articulate throughout the grade
levels, in addition to ample
opportunities for professional development.
The Title funds for this year,
and expected to occur over
the next few years, will also
be used to provide 480 devices at both elementary
schools, cover 1:1 at Elm
Middle School, saturate the
Early Childhood Center with
tablets and Chromebooks,
pay for a district-wide socialemotional curriculum ands
its related training, further
instructional technology professional development opportunities, expand upon
library services, provide
teachers with professional
memberships to their content areas and fields and allow them to attend statewide
conferences, and hire two (2)
instructional coaches for
staff Grades K-6.
All that and we will still have
funds remaining to allocate
in helping the District reach
its many goals.
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The Other Funds (continued)
Additional variables impacting the
fund balances, aside from building
projects, include increases in employee benefits and salaries. This
was not a result of building and/or
department budget lines increasing.
The District Office, beginning at the
end of last year, knowing the
expenditures were already outpacing revenues, reviewed multiple
years worth of activity within nearly
one thousand line item accounts. As
a result, over the summer the
District Office was able to identify
over $300,000 in the Educational
Fund and over $400,000 in the Operations and Management Fund in
expenditures that could be reduced.
This was possible by stopping future
projects, consolidating redundant
accounts and spending, canceling
subscriptions, and stopping unnecessary purchase orders. These
reductions were also made because
they would not be impacting the
learning environment in a
meaningful way.
Also looking at how the District
levies and how the State, as mentioned previously, lifted the cap on
levying into the Educational Fund,

the District elected to spend down
the Tort Fund and limit further levying, in addition to cease levying in
other funds like Retirement and
Working Cash. Line items found in
Tort, mostly involving legal bills,
insurance costs for liability and
workman’s compensation and
projects, were either absorbed into
the Educational or Operations and
Management Funds or cut.
Throughout the year, the District has
been able to identify other areas to
reduce spending or use alternative
revenues to replace current expenditures, specifically with the use of
Title I. As a result, the District is
expected to minimize its spending
by $377,000, again not impacting
the learning environment in any
meaningful way.
As seen in Table 9, the District is
expected to be $176,000 in the black
for next fiscal year, over a $1 million
turnaround. It should be stressed
this was done without cutting staff.
In fact, we are projected to be in the
black next fiscal year and we are
adding at least 5 FTE in EPET, 3 FTE
in the PSRP, and 1 FTE in the NonUnion grouping.

Table 9

Buildings and Grounds
For years the Buildings and Grounds Department has
performed a significant task in maintenance by extending the life of our mechanical systems and performing
more than adequate repair work and cleaning throughout the facilities. It is also known that our buildings are
fairly old and the District needs to look at its spacing
needs for the current learning environment and what it
will be evolving into.
Due to the age of our buildings, it would not be fiscally
responsible for the District to remodel or have additions
put on if there is the possibility of undoing said work to
repair or replace anything involving plumbing, electrical,
and/or mechanical. Over the summer, the District contracted Inspec and CS2 to perform a complete Life Safety
needs assessment so the District would have an understanding of the current state of its facilities, its associated costs, and estimated timelines of when repairs or replacement would be necessary. This new Life Safety
plan would then be merged with the conversation and
plan pertaining to space and aesthetic changes.
The first project to be addressed was the intense need to
perform masonry work at the elementary buildings and
to replace the windows. This project was identified to be
a primary need due to impact the weather, more notably
rain, is having on the brickwork and leaking through it
and the windows. The project entails tuckpointing both
elementary buildings in full and replacing all of the windows. It is expected this project will take two (2) summers to complete with half of each building being done
each summer.
The windows will have egress windows on both floors
and be bullet resistant on the main level per feedback
received by the Elmwood Park Police and Fire Departments.

CS2 compared the equipment ages to guidelines published by nationally recognized organizations in the
industry and based on averages throughout the
country. It should be noted again how much work the
Buildings and Grounds Department has done to maintain
our equipment and systems beyond the estimated national average life expectancy.
When looking at heating, ventilation, and air conditioning in Table 10, it is important to note that what makes
this cost so significant is the replacement of boilers and
unit ventilators within each classroom. This is what our
Buildings and Grounds Department has done so well in
extending the life of these large and expensive pieces of
equipment. As you can see, the estimated timeline to
repair or replace is for two (2) to five (5) years with $8.7
million of the $10.2 million happening then.
Table 10

For plumbing in Table 11, while $1.2 of the $3.7 million
in expected repairs and replacement occurring within
the two (2) to five (5) year timeline, there is still enough
work to be done before and after. A lot of the issues concerning plumbing is the galvanized piping that would
need to be replaced, and the ability to access said pipes
to replace would mean going into a significant number of
walls and ceilings.
Table 11

This project will be paid for through Life Safety bonds
and will total around $3 million to complete.
CS2 Design Group performed a complete facilities assessment on the conditions of all of the buildings’ heating, ventilation, HVAC, plumbing, and electrical systems. It provided the District an understanding of the
current status of major pieces of equipment and systems,
and the assessment provide an estimate to cost, recommendations on life expectancy or urgency to repair or
replace in three time frames of within one (1), two (2) to
five (5) and six (6) to ten (10) years, and suggestions for
priorities.
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Evidence Based Funding Formula
The evidence-based funding formula
can be, if funded appropriately by
the state, a positive and significant
change for many, many districts
across the state in being able to be
adequately funded.
The goal of this formula was to take
over two dozen variables that impact the makeup of a district, allocate values to each variable, multiply
those to the number of a students a
district has in total and/or in a particular subgroup, cross that with
revenues already being received by
the district at the local and state
level as well as the district’s expenditures, and have the result determine
the amount of new additional funding the state will provide the district.
And it is far more complicated than
that. What matters for the District’s
new funding allocation are a few
things. One, the District is only
meeting a 64% adequacy target,
making us Tier III, one above the
bottom tier which is Tier IV. Two,
any new funds are not meant to
make up existing budget shortfalls
but be used to expand necessary
resources and personnel. Not doing
so could be seen negatively on the
state’s soon-to-be-remodeled report
card system for schools and districts.
Three, the District has been informed we will be receiving
$350,000 in new funding. Four,
there is no long-term funding solution for the evidence-based funding
formula. To do so would mean a
significant rollback in property taxes, a sharp increase in the income
tax, and consolidation of school districts to some degree to make this
solvent.
Regardless, this formula is a step in
the right direction and it will be
interesting to see where the conversation will take the state. You will
notice I did not dig deep into possible legislation about property tax
freezes and pension cost shifts, all of
which would have an adverse effect
on the District, and that is because
there is no impending legislation to
speak of. That does not mean something may not be filed and presented
tomorrow in Springfield, but until
that happens and it is voted on and
approved by both chambers, complete with a signature from the governor, it is a moot point to talk about
how the District will respond because there will be over 850 other
districts in the same boat as us.
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Buildings and Grounds (continued)
For electrical in Table 12, $4 of the
$5.6 million in expected repairs and
replacement would not be occurring
until years six (6) through ten
(10). Electrical is also primarily attached to anticipated replacement
and/or expansion of lighting, alarm
systems, camera systems, and intercom systems. Along with any repair
or replacement to the aforementioned systems would also likely include work being performed on metering, distribution, and general wiring and related devices.
Table 12

The CS2 report has been given to the
District’s architectural firm, DLA, to
gradually update the District’s Life
Safety Plan for approval from the Illinois State Board of Education. It is
anticipated that a bulk of this work to
be done through Life Safety Bonds,
but that does not mean funds cannot
be taken from Operations and Management to address immediate concerns for repair or replacement.
It should be stressed that these
numbers do not include contingencies
that may occur upon Board approval
of various projects. What is also not
part of this number are any projects
to address any space issues or aesthetic concerns. By doing this comprehensive facilities assessment, it
allows DLA and the District to look at
a cumulative plan, or project, that can
address, concurrently, Life Safety,
space and aesthetics needs, concerns,
and/or preferences.

What the District is currently doing is
identifying areas that can be repurposed for additional classroom space
or meeting certain programmatic
needs. The District has actively reviewed current available space in
each building, the amount of space
that is being utilized based on enrollment and housed programs, and possible areas to repurpose in the event
additional classroom space is of an
immediate concern. However, longterm there is a need for a more permanent solution that can address the
ebbs and flows of
student enrollment,
but also the compounding needs of
the students and
state and federal
mandates.
While also looking
at space, there is also the need to renovate the classrooms and buildings. The District is currently reviewing options and costs about what it
would take to remodel such learning
environments, specifically at the elementary buildings, and is hoping to
have that part of the cumulative plan
to address space concerns and Life
Safety improvements.
Part of the conversation is also looking at providing enough space for
possibly including full-day Kindergarten and having Sixth Grade at Elm
Middle School. These have been topics in the District and community for
a long time, but, in terms of planning
and resources, if it cannot be part of
the cumulative facilities plan, then it
would be difficult to add at a later
time.
The District will have more concrete
and specific information about those
two (2) possibilities in the Fall and
cumulative facilities plan in place
next Spring.

Technology
The District’s Technology Initiative is
completing its second year of preparing
the District in moving towards a blended
learning experience for the staff and
students. In the last two (2) years, the
District has provided over 30 hours of
professional development to staff in how
best to use G Suite for Education and
begin moving towards a SAMR
(Substitution Augmentation Modification
and Redefinition) Model. The SAMR model is how educational opportunities can
be provided and expanded upon through
the use of computer technology.
Our District has approached this initiative
in a far different manner than others. Most other districts were in such a
rush to be 1:1 that it was not entirely
thought out about whether the selected
devices was a suitable long-term, how to
properly train staff for understanding and
application, select a primary learning
platform for instructional use, or even
how this initiative can ultimately
transform the expectations and feeling of
the learning environment for students.
The initiative focused first on the training
of staff for two (2) years before having
the high school go 1:1 in 2018-19 and the
middle school in 2019-20.
The professional development and
ongoing assistance provided to staff
comes courtesy of the newly formed
Department for Instructional Technology,
led by Ms. Jessica Iovinelli, Director for
Instructional Technology. In 2016-17,
each teacher received four (4) full days of
training and two (2) full days in 201718. Each successive year will have one
(1) full day of training with several other
opportunities being made available to
staff on their own volition. Ms. Iovinelli
also answers any help tickets that come
her way from students, staff, the
community, and, of course, Dr. Wade.
Students at Elm Middle School and
Elmwood Park High School also received

instruction on the Google platform and
the Chromebook devices at the start of
the 2017-18 school year in the form of
circuit training. Led by the faculty, the
students rotated through multiple
sessions in which they learned the
essentials of Logins and Drive, Gmail and
Calendar, the G Suite apps, and Google
Classroom. They also received a lesson on
cyberbullying and the Acceptable Use Policy. Technology instruction for all
students is continuously happening as the
tools and applications are integrated into
curriculum and instruction on a daily
basis.
It should be noted that the District’s
initiative is being replicated in districts
either starting out on a path towards 1:1
or those who are now seeing the need for
immediate and continuous professional
development. Also, the position of
Director for Instructional Technology was
relatively new in Illinois at the time of it
being formulated in the District, but it is
the fastest position being created in districts across the region, on par with
Director for Bilingual/EL Education.
The District has also greatly expanded the
number of available devices in the 201718 school year with the plan being to further saturate the elementary buildings
and middle school next year. While the
high school will be 1:1, it is anticipated
Elm Middle School will see 420 devices
and 480 devices for each elementary
building in 2018-19. These devices for the
middle and elementary schools will be
paid for out of Title funds, in addition to
the devices ordered to meet the needs of
the students and staff at the Early
Childhood Center.
For each high school student next year,
they will be receiving, upon confirmation
of the registration process being completed and approved, a Chromebook with a
power cord and case to transport the
device. All three (3) items will be tagged
and barcoded to an assigned student.

Google Certified
Educators
Level 1:
Mary Therese Anichini
Elizabeth Bantel*
Marcia Bernas
Cami Breitzman
Hilary Coia
Penny Dahmer
Marianne DiFrisco
Amy Ferguson*
Christian Hartwig
Molly Hong
Jamie Kanas
Carla Malizzio
Nora O’Mahoney
Meghan Quirk
Kyle Rhoades
Kara Riley
Rosemarie Romano
Clare Thomas
Level 2:
Cami Breitzman
Penny Dahmer
Jamie Kanas*
*= updates since the last issue
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Technology (continued)
We will also be introducing the Chromestop, a
bookstore of sorts for students looking to purchase
accessories related to 1:1. This includes stylus pens,
microfiber cloths, wireless mice, and so on.

event had hundreds of attendees who offered overwhelmingly positive feedback about the event and
how the District is now embracing technology and
being competitive with other school districts.

The District has held “Tech Checks” at parent-teacher
conferences throughout the buildings. This provided
the community an opportunity to learn more about
how G Suite is being utilized in differentiating and
managing the learning experience.

The future for the District concerning technology is
especially bright. It has provided opportunities and
resources to the classroom that was otherwise prohibitive. Also, it has, at the worst, become “costneutral” (something many districts cannot claim)
even if Title funds were not available to assist in offsetting costs. The initiative has reached an important
part where students and staff are becoming intrinsically motivated to use the resources afforded by G
Suite and other avenues to further the learning and
extracurricular experiences for students.

A district-wide tech event, “Into the Cloud,” was held
on April 5. Students, parents, and community members visited a number of booths providing an opportunity to experience online District registration,
cyberbullying awareness prevention, online curriculum programs and resources being used in the classroom, robotics, Google Classroom, and more. This

District Office
Elmwood Park
CUSD 401
8201 W. Fullerton Ave.
Elmwood Park, IL 60707
Phone:
708-452-7292
Fax:
708-452-9504
E-mail:
d401info@epcusd401.org
Website:
www.epcusd401.org

Photos taken by Dave Porreca

EPHS student Philip Chmielowiec and John Mills student Hailey Rivera using the hover boards
made by the Science Club for the “Into the Cloud” event.

